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Abstract—The deeper penetration of distributed energy re-
sources (DERs) in microgrids ( s) has led to their wider
deployment in specific applications. The inherent variability in
loads and in renewable energy resource outputs necessitates the
development and implementation of effective voltage control
strategies so as to reliably serve the loads, particularly under is-
landed operations mode. We propose a dispersed control strategy
to maintain voltage levels within the operational limits by means
of the DERs reactive and active power outputs. We implement an
optimization approach and demonstrate the effectiveness and the
robustness of the proposed voltage control scheme using a set of
representative studies from the extensive testing of the simulation
approach performed with the methodology. Simulation results
demonstrate the absence of any opportunity cost to implement the
control action and the maximization of active power production
by renewable energy resources.

Index Terms—Deepening penetration of variable energy re-
sources, distributed energy resource variability, distributed
voltage control, microgrid, reactive power support.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE deepening penetration of distributed energy resources
(DERs) has pointed out the need of newmodels capable to

better represent the variability in the loads as well as the intrinsic
variable and intermittent nature of such resources. Indeed, the
DERs connected at the distribution level represent a complica-
tion in distribution network (DN) operations and control. On the
other hand, the rapid deployment of smart grid technologies pro-
vides the opportunity to develop new techniques for the oper-
ations and control of DNs with integrated DERs under normal
and contingency conditions [1]. In particular, themicrogrid
concept implementation provides a promising approach to opti-
mally manage DNs with deep penetration of integrated DERs.
The different definitions, as well as the regulatory policy

structure of a are discussed at length in [2]. In our work, we
use the definition for as a group of interconnected DERs,
including generators, storage devices and controllable loads,
which, together with imports, can meet the internal demand
and the contracted exports, working either in the connected
or islanded operations mode with respect to the main grid.
Due to their deeper penetration in DNs, DERs must be able to
provide the various services required for secure operations:
the generation-demand balance along all time-scales of interest
and the provision of appropriate voltage control and reactive
power support [3]. This paper focuses on the latter problem and
presents an effective approach for voltage control issues that
particularly addresses the local nature of reactive power.
The past voltage control work has focused on two main

approach categories, centralized control strategies [4]–[6] and
distributed or decentralized techniques [7]–[17]. In the latter
category, schemes use various resources, including distributed
generators (DGs), energy storage systems (ESSs) or demand
response resources (DRRs). A proportional-integral controller
based technique for voltage control in DNs using DERs is
presented in [7]. The impact on voltage levels of photovoltaic
(PV) generation and traditional control devices (such as DNs
tap changers) is analyzed by [8] and [9]. The capability of
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PV/Wind generators to provide voltage/reactive power control
[10], [11] and to adjust their reactive and active power output
[12] are respectively proposed for medium and low voltage
DNs, while the storage of the excess energy in battery based
ESSs (BESSs) is investigated in [13]. A voltage control strategy
for weak DNs based on power electronic interfaces (PEIs) of
DGs is proposed in [14]. An adaptive control system containing
a neuro-fuzzy controller [15] and the utilization of PV systems
and BESSs [16] to control voltage and frequency are proposed
for grid connected and standalone s, respectively. Control
approaches based on reactive power support [17] and a combi-
nation of voltage-droop control and a demand dispatch concept
[18] are presented for islanded s.
Earlier approaches prove how the utilization of DERs could

face the voltage control problem to guarantee a wider flexibility
compared to traditional control strategies. The main lack of such
approaches is that they focus on the utilization of only some
of the DERs available within a to implement the voltage
control actions and are usually applied to a single operations
condition, looking at the grid-connected mode (g.c.m.) [8]–[15],
or at the standalone/islanded operations mode (i.o.m.) [16], [17].
Furthermore, previous approaches do not include the voltage
control schemes within a framework capable to guarantee a cost
effective solution.
Withinourwork,wepresent a comprehensiveutilizationof the
resources tomeet voltage control needs,modeling the control

capability of DGs, such as PV, wind and combined heat and
power systems (CHP), ESSs, and DRRs. We explicitly address
the voltage control issue through the formulation of dispersed
voltage control strategies usingDERs, in both the g.c.m. and the
i.o.m. We perform the voltage control at the point of common
coupling (PCC) between theDER and the feeder.We include
in the strategy the constraints necessary to maintain the voltage
within the specified limits through the appropriate deployment
of reactive power support by DERs and/or active power pro-
duction reduction if it becomes necessary. The control action
specification provided byDERs is obtained from an optimization
formulation that incorporates all the physical and regulatory
constraints, including the DER capability curves, regulatory
requirements, the power factor specifications, the network con-
sideration in a market environment. Under g.c.m., the demand is
met with the imports from the main grid, with cost minimization
as the appropriate objective function. Under the i.o.m., the opti-
mization is basedon the incurredDERproduction costs tomeet at
least thecritical load requirements.Whenever theDERcapacities
are inadequate to satisfy the loads,DRRs are deployed to ensure
the critical loads are met. We illustrate the application of the
proposed methodology with a set of representative studies from
the extensive testing of the simulation approachweperformed .
Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed ap-

proach to: a) utilize a unified strategy for the control of DERs
connected to the feeder by means of PEIs; b) implement dis-
persed voltage control actions avoiding, as much as possible,
the reduction of active power production from DERs; c) avoid
the entailment of opportunity costs for the required control ac-
tion; d) overcome the use of Volt/VAr devices that may face
several challenges due to their interaction with DERs [19] and
may be inadequate to furnish the required functionalities during

TABLE I
DERS AND CONTROL CAPABILITIES

the i.o.m.; e) guarantee critical loads served during the islanding
condition. Furthermore, the proposed approach presents a cost
effective solution that guarantees an economic operation for
both the g.c.m. and the i.o.m.
The paper has five additional sections. In Section II, we ad-

dress the basic concepts of the proposed 's resources and
control capabilities. In Section III, we introduce the proposed
voltage control approach. We illustrate in Section IV the snap-
shot optimization approach for both the g.c.m. and the i.o.m. In
Section V, we provide representative results from the extensive
set of simulations performed on the system under study. We
present concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. MICROGRID RESOURCES AND CONTROL CAPABILITIES
The conventional devices used to control voltage levels

and to furnish reactive power support in DNs include fixed or
switched capacitor banks, step voltage regulators and on-load
tap-changing transformers. We make explicit use of DERs
reactive and, in specific cases, active power outputs in the
proposed voltage control scheme. We define the resources and
their control capabilities as depicted in Table I. Within the table,
symbols “ ”, “ ”, “ ” describe the capability of the DER
to act on the generated, absorbed, or both active and reactive
power, respectively. We consider a general model in which the

is equipped with the DERs described in the following.
DGs, such as PV, Wind and CHP plants are often connected

to the grid by means of PEIs. These interfaces allow the DG
to manage active/reactive power within the limits defined by
the PEIs capability curves and the DG actual power limits, as
outlined in [14].
ESSs, such as batteries, present active and reactive power

control capabilities similar to DGs, thanks to PEIs. We model
ESSs as limited energy plants, which must accomplish a full
cycle over the study period. Taking into account the charge-dis-
charge cycle efficiency , given by the product between the
ESS charging efficiency and the discharging efficiency ,
we obtain the following formulation:

(1)

where is the energy taken during the charge phase and the
energy delivered to the load. Furthermore, we try to use the ESS
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economically, assuring that the marginal cost of energy used
to charge the storage system is less than the marginal cost dis-
placed by the ESS discharge [20].
We take into account the potential impact ofDRRs on voltage

levels bymeans of variation of the active power absorbed by con-
trollable loads. We integrate DRRs in the proposed voltage con-
trol approach taking into account the chronological limitations of
typical demand response (DR) programs, considering these re-
sources as a lowest effectiveness variable to use for the voltage
control problem, in order to reduce the impact on customers.

III. SENSITIVITY FACTORS BASED LOCAL VOLTAGE CONTROL
We develop a voltage control methodology based on the sen-

sitivity of voltage levels at the buses to active and reac-
tive power variations from DERs. We consider a with

buses and lines. Thus, the set of buses is defined as N
, with bus 1 being the connection

bus between the and the external main grid tie-line reference
bus 0—for either a DN or a transmission network, depending
on the size and location of the . We consider the PV buses
with to be numbered from 1 to , and buses
to constituting the PQ buses. The amount of PV
buses can change depending on the configuration and the dis-
patched resources.We denote the index set of theDGs andDRRs
as S andR .
We use the resources in S R to control the network volt-

ages. We assume that it is possible to connect a single bus
N to multiple resources of S R. Thus, we define such

a mapping function capable to implement the resource map-
ping in order to associate each resource in S R to the corre-
sponding connection node N . We define the mapping as
S N S N and R N R N.
We denote by L the set of lines that
connect the buses in N and associate with each line L
the node pair so that . We define the analysis
period set as T and we denote the
voltage amplitudes and angles for a given time step T as
the following vectors:

(2)

Being bus 0 associated to the external grid, the real effects
of the components actions on the reference bus are taken
into account by modeling bus 1, that represents the connection
bus between the and the external grid. We define the voltage
control problem as the constraint to maintain the voltage profile

at each bus N as dictated by operational policy or
regulatory requirements for each time snapshot :

N T (3)

We denote the net active and reactive power injection at each
node N by and . Thus, we define:

(4)

We take into account the constraints coming from the power
flow equations. If and represent the elements of the

Fig. 1. The control dead-bands of voltage magnitude variable.

conductance and susceptance matrices, respectively, we
obtain:

N

N

(5)

where represents the phase angle
between and .
Due to the time step , that defines the resolution of the

snapshot analysis, we assume the voltage and
angle variations occurring during the time interval

, represented by a total variation occurring at the
snapshot instant . Thus, voltage and angle are delineated
by constant values between and . We compute the
variation in voltage magnitude and angle during two consec-
utive time steps respectively as
and . These variations will be
related to variation of active and/or reactive power
and by the following relationship (6), representing the
linearization of the power flow equations around the operating
point at a given instant. Each element represents the
Jacobian submatrix obtained by the power flow equations
linearization around the operation point connecting the
variation to the effect:

(6)

In transmission systems, the terms and are as-
sumed negligible compared to and because of
the high reactance over resistance ratio . This assumption
allows an effective decoupling of the effects of active and reac-
tive power variations on voltage magnitudes and angles. InDNs
and s, this assumption cannot be made because of the lower

ratios of the lines [14]. Thus, to determine the effects of ac-
tive and reactive power variations at the PCC on voltage levels,
we consider (6).
Taking into account the DER control capabilities defined in

Section II, the control algorithm operates only if the voltage at
the DER PCC approaches the operational limits. We define two
limit dead-bands as depicted in Fig. 1.
The dead-bands are respectively large and , meaning

their distance from the maximum andminimum allowed voltage
limit, respectively, and are placed before these limits.1 If the
voltage level at a generic bus connected to such a resource
reaches the dead-band level, such as the upper limit dead-band

1The dead-bands and could be computed offline or by applying a pro-
cedure similar to the one described in [21].
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(ULD), the controller acts as in the following, depending on the
resource available at bus . In this case, we define the desired
voltage recovery amount, necessary to maintain voltage levels
within operational limits, as:

(7)

Considering a general approach for a given operating point,
we define and as the vectors representing
the desired voltage and angle variations at the buses. We
explicitly deploy the equality constraint to obtain the con-
trol action that uses the functional dependencies of the state
variables:

(8)

From the triangularization of the matrix in (8) we obtain:

(9)

where:

(10)

and we implicitly assume that is not singular.
We use the relation in (9) to determine the reactive power sup-

port shared among the DERs connected to the respective buses
for which a voltage variation is required, taking into account
the DER costs defined in next Section. If, for such a bus N,
the required reactive power support is greater than the overall
capability limits of the available controllable resources, an ac-
tive power curtailment takes place for the resources connected
to that bus.
The procedure concerning the lower limit dead-band (LLD)

violation is almost symmetrical to the one illustrated for the
ULD and it is not described here due to space limitation. The
main difference is that in the LLD violation case we do not im-
plement active power increase actions from renewables to boost
the voltage level because they are dispatched at their maximum
active power production. We outline further details concerning
the proposed control methodology in Appendix A.

IV. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

We integrate the voltage control procedure into a snapshot
based 24 hours optimization routine with computed steps every
10 minutes. The objective function of the optimization proce-
dure is to minimize production costs within the . We assume
that a single entity manages the , thus solving the optimiza-
tion problem in order to maximize the total benefits to the
participants—loads and resources—which under certain condi-
tions may be equivalent to minimize the costs of the services
provided. In order to maximize the environmental benefits from
renewable energy resources, we manage these resources dis-
patching all their available power.
In the g.c.m., we consider locational marginal prices (LMPs)

from the day ahead market for the main reference bus prices.
We integrate DRRs in the optimization strategy taking into ac-
count the chronological limitations of typical DR programs. We
define a modulation window as the time window during which

the optimization framework asks to such a DRR (or more than
one) to furnish support to solve the voltage control problem (e.g.
by reducing its power consumption during the time window). If
such a DRR gives its contribution to the control action during
the modulation window, the optimization framework computes
the optimal time window for the recovery action, during which
the DRR can recover the modulated energy (or only a portion
of it, depending on the optimization framework constraints and
the production costs) with a given maximum power peak pro-
file. Thus, we define a subset of the analysis period set for the
modulation window T T and a different subset T T
for the recovery action. We assume the DRR to be not obliged
to recover the modulated energy.
We define the objective function as in (11), where

is the LMP and is the production cost of DGs and
ESSs.

T S

(11)

We take into account the constraints in (3), (5) and (12) to
(22) S N T and L:
(a) power factor:

(12)

(b) generator capability curves:

(13)
(14)

(c) generator ramping limits:

(15)

(d) line limits:

(16)

(e) ESS:

(17)
(18)

(19)

(f) DRR:

R
T

R
T

(20)

R
T

R
T

(21)

R
T

R
T

(22)

Constraint (12) is related to generators power factors re-
quirements imposed by National and International Standards.
Concerning (13) and (14), we represent the physical generation
capabilities—hard constraints that cannot be violated explicitly
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Fig. 2. The topology of the under study.

so as to account for their impacts on the determination of
the controls that are deployed. We make use of the model
outlined in Appendix A [14] for DERs connected by means
of PEIs, such as PVs, Wind, BESSs and s. We take into
account the ramping requirements related to generators in (15),
while in (16) represents the apparent power flowing
through each line , necessary to take into account thermal
limits. ESS requirements account for storage capacity limits
(17), charging/discharging rates (18) and charging/discharging
status (19) during the analysis period, in order to obtain a
general formulation. For DRRs, represents the percentage
of the DRR actual power available to DR (20), while
and respectively represent the power variation (21)
and the controllable load cost (22) during the modulation
window/recovery action. Due to the general approach to the
concept, in the i.o.m. it could be possible to size the in order
to match only critical loads, meaning that the internal resources
could not be capable to satisfy all the internal loads during the
i.o.m. Thus, we consider the interval of the DRR participation
to the resource mix to be dictated by the constraints related to
the other generators in the (e.g. availability and ratings).
The proposed approach allows the recovery of the curtailed
energy only if there is such a time slot in which a generation
surplus takes place and the ESSs within the network are at their
maximum state of charge (s.o.c.). The following equilibrium
constraint is added to the i.o.m. formulation:

S
T

R
T

R
T

D
T

(23)

whereD represents the set of loads
that do not participate to the DR control support. In the i.o.m.,

we consider a particular case of (11), with the objective func-
tion finalized to minimize the production cost from the internal
resources:

T S

(24)

In the i.o.m., we consider explicitly the constraints (3), (5)
and (12) to (23).
The optimization framework introduced within this Section

represents the basis for the control strategy developed in our
approach.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We provide a set of representative studies from the extensive

testing of the simulation approach we performed to illustrate
the functioning of the proposed dispersed control strategy.2 We
base our simulations on the modified test depicted in Fig. 2,
representative of a typical medium voltage radial DN. We use
the system in [22] and wemodify the peak power of a few buses.
We report the overall test data in Table II.
We remove the capacitor banks contained in the original ref-

erence network to show the DERs control capabilities related to
the proposed approach. We integrate into the test network three
PV systems, two CHP plants and an ESS, with their charac-
teristics given in Table III.
We assume the CHP composed by fast commuting devices,

characterized by slew-rate values capable to guarantee satis-
fying ramping rates, in order to assure the adaptation of the state
changes within the simulation snapshot interval . Further-
more, we consider that the CHP characteristics should be flex-
ible enough to guarantee load-following performance, in order

2The simulation snapshot analysis runs on a 10 minutes time step base in
order to assure the adaptation of the state changes [6], [11], [14]
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TABLE II
NETWORK DATA

TABLE III
DERS INTEGRATED INTO THE TEST SYSTEM

to facilitate the generation-demand balance, particularly rele-
vant under the i.o.m. Thus, within our study, we choose modular

systems, capable to offer services such as load following
control with high-level efficiencies [23]. Each is composed
by five systems (rated power 200 kVA each one) and a central
controller capable to coordinate the single units in order to guar-
antee high-level efficiencies at partial load.
We consider each system to produce at least 200 kW

power in the g.c.m. in order to produce heating and/or cooling
energy for the heating district needs.3 Concerning the
production cost model, we take into account the simplified
model outlined in (25), as in the following:

T

(25)

where represents the efficiency curve of the
system, is the fuel cost and is a conversion coeffi-
cient to estimate the energy contained within a certain amount
of fuel . represents the net heat rate of the

3We do not model the dynamics of the excess heating power produced by
s because it is beyond the scope of the paper. We only mention, here, that

excess power could be used for heating/cooling needs or thermal storage.

TABLE IV
DRRS CONSIDERED WITHIN THE TEST SYSTEM

system. In our case, we consider and
the efficiency curve given by [23].
We adopt an ESS model based on real data available from

commercial products. We consider a battery based ESS charac-
terized by a 1 MW peak power rating and energy storage ca-
pacity of 3 MWh [24]. To complete the list of the available con-
trollable resources, we show in Table IV the list of loads con-
sidered as DRRs.
We implement the simulation framework taking into account

real PV power profiles for winter W and summer V . We
represent here two days per season, a cloudy day and a sunny
day, as in Fig. 3. We consider load shapes defined as typical res-
idential and commercial customers weekday (wd) and weekend
(we) patterns, as in Fig. 4 [25].
We show representative results for both the g.c.m. and the

i.o.m. for the worst situation concerning voltage control, a V
sunny we day.
As Fig. 5 shows, a violation of voltage limits occur in both

cases without an appropriate control strategy. For the i.o.m., the
situation presents two violations, respectively on bus 17 and
bus 18.
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Fig. 3. Power output profile of each PV resource , and for various day
types.

Fig. 4. Daily load shapes—(a) g.c.m.—(b) i.o.m.

We run the optimization algorithm containing the voltage con-
trol method to optimize the production costs for the g.c.m. and
i.o.m., obtaining the resource mix shown in Fig. 6. It is worth to
note the different scheduling of , and , due to the absence,
in the i.o.m., of the main grid connection. The optimization ap-
proach reaches the objective of voltage control by means of the
reactive power support profiles illustrated in Fig. 7. It is worth to
note that in the i.o.m. both the generators connected to the buses
affected by voltage rise give their contribution to the control
action by means of reactive power support. Controlled voltage
profiles for the interest buses are depicted in Fig. 8. Voltage
is maintained within operational limits by local reactive power
support and without any active power curtailment. Thus, no op-
portunity cost is involved by the proposed approach.
In the following tables, we give information concerning total

costs and reactive power support obtained as part of the exten-

Fig. 5. Uncontrolled voltage profiles—(a) g.c.m.—(b) i.o.m.

Fig. 6. Active power—(a) g.c.m.—(b) i.o.m.

sive tests we performed. We also introduce the parameter reac-
tive energy (RE). Even if this parameter is not a real energymea-
surement unit, it gives the idea of the overall reactive power con-
tribution over time during the 24 hours based snapshot simula-
tion period. It is worth to note in Table V, concerning V g.c.m.
optimization, that the total operation cost in case of clouds is
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Fig. 7. Reactive power support—(a) g.c.m.—(b) i.o.m.

Fig. 8. Controlled voltage profiles—(a) g.c.m.—(b) i.o.m.

TABLE V
G.C.M. COSTS AND REACTIVE POWER SUPPORT

higher than in the sunny case, because of the reduced contribu-
tion by PVs.

TABLE VI
I.O.M. COSTS AND REACTIVE POWER SUPPORT

For the i.o.m., in Table VI we show representative results
concerning the same days as in the g.c.m. case. Results show
a higher reactive power support contribution compared to the
g.c.m., mainly due to the absence of the main grid reference bus
connection.
Concerning the DRRs, we know that DRRs are least effective

in terms of providing voltage control and such a result is in line
with the low sensitivity associated with such resources. Thus,
we present the concept of DRR incrementing the load to imple-
ment a voltage reduction, as introduced in [18], as a least effec-
tive resource to use for the sensitivity factors based approach.
From the extensive set of simulations we performed, we gained
the confirmation of a small impact of this control component on
the voltage profiles, confirming the necessity to consider it as a
last resource to use.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the development and testing of

a dispersed voltage control technique for applications, ca-
pable to avoid voltage limits infringement at the PCC between
the DER and the feeder. Compared to earlier approaches,
we focused on a comprehensive utilization of the DERs avail-
able within the in order to implement the control actions, for
both the g.c.m. and the i.o.m. We modeled DERs to be incorpo-
rated within an optimization framework taking into account all
the physical and regulatory constraints. We run the optimization
approach for both the g.c.m. and the i.o.m., proving its cost ef-
fective characteristics.
Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed

approach to implement an optimized scheduling of the re-
sources while implementing the voltage control action without
the entailment of any opportunity cost. Furthermore, it allows
overcoming the utilization, at least in part, of traditional voltage
control devices, such as on-load tap changers and capacitor
banks.

APPENDIX A
We assume the Jacobian matrix defined in (6) to be non-sin-

gular, meaning the absence of voltage collapse. Indeed, for a
given , the voltage stability region is defined by the re-
gion where . The critical point is repre-
sented by the point in which , followed by
the unstable region in which . A similar
approach can be used to define the vs. stability re-
gion.We suppose towork away from the critical operating point.
Indeed, previous works on voltage stability have proved the in-
crease of the voltage stability margins for deepening DG pene-
tration [26]. Furthermore, the work in [27] proved that bounding
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Fig. A.1. PEI schematic representation.

the control action under certain limits ensures the stability of
computations around the operating point. In particular, we as-
sume and to be non-singular for the given op-
erating points. If the overall available reactive power support
is less than required to guarantee an appropriate control action,
we update the sensitivity factors for the new working point and
compute an active power curtailment by (A.1), with
being (A.2):

(A.1)

where:

(A.2)

Concerning PEI based DERs (depicted in Fig. A.1), in the fol-
lowing we model the capability curve equations required for the
control action.We start from the equations necessary to compute
the generator active and reactive power for aDER con-
nected to a DN:

(A.3)

where , and represent the voltage, current and
reactance at the PCC. Taking into account the root mean square
of the converter voltage and working on the equations,
it is possible to obtain the first circular constraint due to the
converter voltage , as stated by (A.4).

(A.4)

With an analogous approach, we state the circular constraint
imposed by the converter current , taking into account the
non-symmetrical rating of the voltage and current limits of the
power converter switches and . For each working
point, the boundary of reactive power deviation available for
the control action must be contained within the capability curve
defined by:

(A.5)

APPENDIX B

Within the simulation framework we make use of BESSs
as storage devices connected to the test feeder by means
of PEIs, thus using the approach to the reactive/active power
support outlined in Section IV and Appendix A. We consider
the BESS equipped with a battery management system (BMS)
capable to monitor the battery state of health and to equalize
the charging and discharging actions among the batteries
composing the BESS. We assume the BMS communicates the
parameters to the microgrid controller in order to allow the
computation of the optimization procedure.
Being the focus of the paper on power-flow based studies,

we adopt a simplified equivalent circuit, consisting in a voltage
source and an internal resistance being functions
of the battery state of charge (s.o.c.). The s.o.c. is computed
based on the charging current of the battery system , as in
(B.1) [28], where represents the power drawn/injected to the
grid with sign. The parameters and
are modeled as characteristic curves derived from battery
datasheets available for the proposed commercial solution [24].

(B.1)

Considering the s.o.c. as a function of the battery current
and taken into account the conversion efficiencies during the
charging and discharging phases through the PEI, we
compute the s.o.c. equation as:

(B.2)

where is the converter voltage outlined in Fig. A.1 and
is representative of during the charging phase and

during the discharging phase, while represents the BESS
capacity [Wh]. Thus, we introduce in the simulation framework
the following constraint related to the BESS system s.o.c.:

(B.3)

Even if the simulation framework is based on a snapshot anal-
ysis, we also introduce theBESS ramping requirements to assure
the adaptation of the state changes:

(B.4)
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where . represents the ramping limit of the BESS. We
also make use of constraints represented in (17) to (19). During
the g.c.m., the BESS charging is based on a trade-off between
technical and economical constraints. During the i.o.m. a further
constraint related to the availability of excess power within the
network is taken into account: if, for such a reason, the BESS
is fully discharged and a load curtailment is active because of a
shortness of energy within the , the storage system is turned
off waiting for the energy shortfall period ending.
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